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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 

Public Services Reform Policy 
and Accountability Committee 

Minutes 
 

Tuesday 10 September 2019 

 

 
PRESENT 
 
Committee members: Councillors Rowan Ree (Chair), Christabel Cooper, 
Guy Vincent and Dominic Stanton 
 
Cabinet Member 
Councillor Adam Connell (Cabinet Member for Public Services Reform) 
 
Officers 
Kim Smith (Chief Executive), Lisa Redfern (Strategic Director of Social Care and 
Public Services Reform), Peter Smith (Head of Policy and Strategy), Matt Sales 
(Assistant Director – Programmes and Assurance), Emily Hill (Assistant Director – 
Corporate Finance), Jon Skaife (Assistant Director – Research and Innovation), 
Martin Calleja (Assistant Director – Efficiency and ZBB), Dawn Aunger (Assistant 
Director – People and Talent), Mary Lamont (Head of Human Resources), and David 
Abbott (Scrutiny Manager) 
 
 

1. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING  
 
RESOLVED 
The minutes of the meeting held on 18 June 2019 were agreed as a correct record. 
 
 

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Zarar Qayyum. 
 
 

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 
 

4. 'OUR PEOPLE' WORKFORCE UPDATE  
 
Dawn Aunger, Assistant Director of People and Talent, introduced the item and took 
the Committee through the slides in the agenda. 
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Workforce Context 
Dawn Aunger reported that the Council's headcount currently stood at just over 2000 
people. She also noted that at previous meetings there had been some concerns 
about turnover (with very high turnover figures quoted) but the data in the slides 
showed that turnover was actually decreasing and was projected to be around 12 to 
15 percent by the end of the financial year. The national average for organisations 
was 15 percent. Since being in post, Dawn had worked closely with the Business 
Intelligence team to ensure her team was receiving high quality, accurate workforce 
data to enable better decision making. 
 
The reported rate of sickness absence was quite low (3.9 days per worker compared 
to the national average of 4.1) but it was noted that these figures depended on a 
self-service system with manager oversight so there may be under-reporting. 
 
The Council's agency spend was currently high at 23 percent of the total workforce 
budget. In the last few months there had been a robust piece of work on agency data 
and robust controls and actions were put in place to start reducing this where 
appropriate. The team were paying particular attention to agency staff who had been 
in post for over twelve months and those who were on day rates of £300 and above. 
 
Staff survey findings 
Dawn Aunger noted that the latest staff survey, using the 'Best Companies' tools 
highlighted the following five areas for the organisation to focus on: 

 Well being 

 Career development 

 A fairer organisation 

 Physical working conditions 

 Leadership 
 
Responding to the staff survey findings 
A number of these areas had already been addressed with the move to a more 
modern office environment, the new 'Get Ahead' career development programme, 
more staff engagement from senior leaders, and better technology and tools for staff. 
'Get Ahead' was a flagship programme to develop talent within H&F and had been a 
'massive success story' - 50 internal candidates had been successful recruited 
through the programme. There was also a substantial learning and development 
aspect to the programme too - including training opportunities, lunch and learns, and 
online sessions. 
 
Apprenticeships 
Dawn Aunger noted that the Council was on target to achieve an increase in the 
number of apprenticeships in the organisation to 62 by March 2020 - well above its 
Government target of 47 - and had plans to increase this further. The Council also 
had an Apprenticeship Ambassador, Jack Biggs in People and Talent, and was 
starting to make the most of the apprenticeship levy - including how it can help the 
Council tackle workforce planning issues by growing its own talent. 
 
Workforce management 
Dawn Aunger reported that the People and Talent team had a lot of plans to revamp 
performance management and employee appraisals. The new approach would move 
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away from paper forms and move towards focussing on quality performance 
conversations and continuous performance assessment. As part of this change 
People & Talent had introduced a manager induction to make it clear what the 
organisation expects from managers and they were also improving the 'manager 
essentials' training. The new appraisal process would be in place by April 2020. 
 
Committee questions and discussion 
The Chair, Councillor Rowan Ree, (in reference to page 16 of the agenda) asked 
why the headcount figures for the PSR department had halved from 163 to 80 
between April 2018 and June 2019. Councillor Adam Connell, Cabinet Member for 
Public Service Reform, explained that this was primarily due to an internal 
reorganisation that saw the commissioning team move out of the department. 
 
Councillor Dominic Stanton, asked what was behind the increase from 200 to 400 
staff in Finance and Governance over the same period. Councillor Adam Connell 
said this was also due to an internal reorganisation that led a number of services 
being moved under the department - the most significant being the Facilities 
Management team which was previously delivered by Amey but had recently been 
brought back in-house. The Chair noted that finance officers from different 
departments had also been centralised into the Finance and Governance 
department. 
 
Councillor Christabel Cooper, in reference to the corrected turnover figures, asked 
why the earlier figures provided to the Committee were so wrong and if officers were 
confident in their data now. Councillor Adam Connell said there were a number of 
problems around data quality with the previous BT Agresso HR system but he was 
confident in the data from the new SAP system. 
 
Councillor Dominic Stanton noted that the turnover numbers presented didn't include 
turnover of employees in their first year and asked if officers could provide that 
figure. Dawn Aunger said officers did have that data and could provide it to the 
Committee. She also noted that exit interviews had been introduced to understand 
why people left. It was recognised that there had been issues around the quality of 
recruitment, how staff were onboarded, and whether staff were given the tools and 
guidance to hit the ground running. Officers wanted to improve the entire employee 
experience. 

ACTION: Dawn Aunger 
 
Councillor Guy Vincent commented that snapshot figures in reports made it difficult 
for the Committee to track progress and he would prefer officers provided trend data. 
He also asked that goals and priorities be given clear actions, deadlines, and 
progress information so the Committee could better hold services to account. 
 
Councillor Vincent highlighted the high level of agency spend - £23m per year - and 
asked if this also represented 23 percent of the staffing budget or if it was higher 
(given that agency staff were typically more expensive). He also asked if the fact that 
churn was reducing meant that agency spend was also reducing. He then asked 
what officers thought a reasonable level of agency spend was for the organisation. 
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Dawn Aunger responded that agency spend was projected to be around £20m by 
the end of the financial year. SLT recognised spend was high and were actively 
looking at where it could be reduced. She noted that if an organisation was being 
'ruthlessly efficient' they would set their agency spend at between 12 and 14 percent. 
The Council was looking to reduce its current agency spend by 25 percent per year. 
To do this, managers were proactively looking at rates, duration of contracts and 
review dates - and the Chief Executive and Strategic Director of Finance and 
Governance were reviewing all requests for interim recruitment on a monthly basis. 
 
The Chair asked if there were particular departments with especially high agency 
spend. Public Service Reform seemed to be above average with 27 percent. Dawn 
Aunger said a large proportion of that was People and Talent - a quarter of the team 
were agency workers. Dawn explained that she was looking at the size, capacity and 
capability of the service to ensure it was fit for the future. The plan was to reduce 
agency support. 
 
Lisa Redfern, Strategic Director of Social Care and Public Services Reform, added 
that the Business Intelligence team found it very hard to recruit additional analysts 
for statutory compliance work so they had to use agency workers. There were also 
some 'short-term teams' like Zero Based Budgeting. 
 
Councillor Guy Vincent asked what the timescale was for reducing agency spend by 
25 percent. Dawn Aunger said there was no specific deadline but a number of 
actions were being implemented to bring the spend down in this financial year. 
Directors were working with their HR business partners to look at all agency spend to 
see where it could be reduced. Due to the complexity of the workforce across 
different departments it was difficult to impose timescales. The Chief Executive was 
holding Strategic Directors to account and had been very clear about wanting to see 
an improvement. 
 
Kim Smith, Chief Executive, addressed the Committee and spoke about the 
historical reasons for the Council's relatively high agency spend. Certain 
departments are affected by external events - for example, following the Grenfell 
Tower fire The Economy department had to use specialist agencies to get people 
with the necessary skills. Social work was another key area that has been very 
difficult to recruit to. The scale of transformation at H&F was 'vast' and to deliver 
complex outcomes at pace it was expedient to use agency workers - who could start 
within weeks rather than permanent staff who could take months to bring on board. 
There was a plan to address these issues and move away from agency workers 
where appropriate but it would be a gradual process. 
 
The Chair asked how H&F's agency spend compared with other Councils. Dawn 
Aunger said she could circulate some benchmarking data. The Chair requested a 
quarterly update on agency spend. 
 
Councillor Guy Vincent asked why the agency budget was shown as £12m when the 
spend was £20m. He asked that the Committee be sent the plan when it was 
finalised - with measurable targets. 
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Councillor Adam Connell clarified that there wasn't a specific budget for agency staff 
- there was just an overall staffing budget that was devolved to departments that 
funded both permanent and temporary staff and agency workers. Emily Hill noted 
that the £12m figure was the former value of the annual Pertemps contract. 
 
The Chair noted that this topic should come back to the Committee in future. He 
added that the Committee was not opposed to using agency workers where they 
added value and it made sense for the organisation. He asked for regular updates 
and for the plan to reduce agency spend to be circulated to the Committee. 
 

ACTION: Dawn Aunger 
 
The Chair asked if there was a follow-up mechanism for staff who report stress, 
anxiety or depression as their reason for sickness absence. Dawn Aunger said it was 
standard practice to refer staff to the Occupational Health team to see what 
reasonable adjustments could be put in place to support them back to work if their 
absence was stress related or longer than 4 weeks. Their managers should also be 
having have regular conversations with them and return to work conversations to see 
what support could be provided. There was also an employee assistance 
programme available to all staff. 
 
The Chair commented that the 'compliment corner' idea in the slides was very 
positive and helped remind staff doing difficult jobs of all the good work going on at 
the Council. He encouraged these to be shared widely across the Council. 
 
 

5. BREXIT IMPACT REPORT  
 
Peter Smith, Head of Policy and Strategy, presented a briefing on the potential 
impact of Brexit on the borough and the mitigating actions being planned or 
developed. The briefing was one of a series that had been presented to the Council's 
Senior Leadership Team over the past year. Since publication of the agenda there 
had been further developments - most notably Parliament passing legislation 
preventing Britain leaving the EU without a deal. Peter Smith gave an overview of 
the report. 
 
Settled status scheme 
The Government had agreed a scheme to safeguard the rights of EU nationals living 
in the UK. Settled status was open to EU citizens who had been living in the UK for 
five years. Those who had been in the Country for less than five years could apply 
for pre-settled status and could apply again for settled status after they had been 
here for five years. H&F had promoted the settled status scheme through the 
website and a leaflet drop and would soon be putting up lamppost banners. The 
Council had also offered a free document verification and scanning service. The 
Council had received some money from the Government and was using it to pay for 
two advisors in the Law Centre and H&F Citizen's Advice. It had been estimated that 
there were 30,000 EU citizens living in the borough and Government had reported 
that 8300 borough residents had applied for settled status as at the end of June. 
Government were providing these figures on a quarterly basis. 
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Workforce impact 
The major risk for the Council was the impact on its workforce - particularly in the 
areas of construction & development and social care. Between 11 and 21 percent of 
the social care workforce was from EU countries. The Council would also be 
promoting the settled status scheme through the agencies it works with. Across the 
Council there were around 70 service continuity plans in place and all were regularly 
updated. 
 
Supply chain impact 
The Council also faced potential supply chain risks and goods and services risks. 
The Deputy Leader had recently asked for a briefing note on the potential impact on 
the Council's food poverty strategy. Another concern was the supply of medicines - 
the NHS had been stockpiling a three month supply in case of blockages at ports. 
 
Funding impact 
The amount of direct EU funding received by the Council was low - in the thousands. 
There was a significant EU grant that came through the ESFA (£2.7m per year) but 
the Mayor of London had made a commitment to cover that budget up to 2021. The 
Council had successfully bid for EU funding in the past for specific projects like 
sustainable drainage systems but the exact figures for those had not been identified 
yet. 
 
Wider economic impact 
There was an expectation that there would be inflationary pressures. One percent 
inflation would add £0.8m per annum to the Council's wage bill which would add 
significant challenges to an already difficult financial environment. 
 
The Chair asked what the most important decision was from a local perspective. 
Peter Smith said the Council needed to engage its partners to put together a joint 
response. It was made difficult though because it was challenging to plan a response 
when there were so many unknowns. Officers noted that a lot of work with partners 
had already taken place.  
 
Councillor Christabel Cooper expressed concern that the Council was only just 
getting in touch with partners and asked officers how ready they felt the Council was. 
Peter Smith said he was confident the Council was as ready as it could be. The key 
issues for the Council were to ensure EU citizens in the borough had their rights 
protected and to maintain the Council's workforce and skill-base. 
 
Lisa Redfern added that the Council had been preparing for this for some time now. 
In Social Care officers had been working closely with the three major care providers 
and the NHS on business continuity plans. Peter Smith added that the Council’s 
service resilience group had set up eight ‘Tiger Teams’ with leads for making urgent 
decisions across five priority areas – food, health, transport, sewage, and utilities. 
 
Councillor Guy Vincent requested a list of risks, different scenarios and planned 
mitigations. Peter Smith said he could circulate the risk register to members. 
Councillor Vincent also asked to see the business continuity plans for some of the 
major risk areas. 
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The Chair asked what would happen if the worst case scenario became a reality and 
twenty per cent of the Council's social care staff were not available for work. Lisa 
Redfern said they were used to resilience planning in social care and had robust 
plans in place (both locally and pan-London). The Chair asked that these plans were 
shared with the Committee. 

ACTION: Lisa Redfern 
 
 

6. THE PROCESS AND IMPLICATIONS OF INTRODUCING A DIRECTLY ELECTED 
MAYOR IN H&F  
 
Peter Smith, Head of Policy and Strategy, presented the paper on a proposal to 
introduce a directly elected mayor in the borough. The report set out what the 
process would be for introducing a mayor and cabinet model of governance in H&F, 
in place of the current leader and cabinet model, and what the cost and implications 
of introducing that model of governance might be. 
 
The Chair noted that Greg Hands MP had been invited to the meeting in order to 
present the case for the change, as the leading proponent of the campaign for a 
directly elected mayor in the borough but had declined the invitation. 
 
Peter Smith explained that the request for this report had been triggered by a local 
campaign, 'Say Yes to HF Mayor', to have a directly elected mayor in Hammersmith 
and Fulham. A petition to compel the Council to hold a referendum to decide the 
issue was launched on 26 June 2019. If the number of valid signatures reaches 
6,313 (5 percent of the local electorate) then a referendum will take place. 
 
Officers estimated the cost of holding a referendum and a stand-alone election at 
£740,000. A breakdown of this cost had not been available as the relevant officer 
was away, but it was agreed that it would be sent to the Chair. 
 

ACTION: Peter Smith 
 
The Chair noted the numerous pieces of legislation on transferring from a leader and 
cabinet model, to a directly elected mayoral model. He then asked for clarification 
that this change could have been made at any time since 2007 without a referendum 
by a decision of the Council. Peter Smith agreed that this was correct.  
 
On the role of councillors, Peter Smith explained that although the committees that 
exist to scrutinise council decisions would continue to operate in the same way, 
councillors would have less power to hold the directly elected mayor to account. A 
council leader can be changed at any point in the four year term through a majority 
vote of councillors, but a directly elected mayor could only be removed through an 
election every four years. Similarly, important decisions like budgets can be rejected 
by a simple majority under the leader and cabinet system, but would require a two 
thirds majority to block these proposals under a directly elected mayor.  
 
Councillor Christabel Cooper asked what would happen if a directly elected Mayor 
was elected without a majority of Councillors from the same party - couldn't a 
majority of Councillors block the Mayor's decisions? Officers explained that at a Full 
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Council meeting, the Mayor could be outvoted with a two thirds majority of 
Councillors. However, this only applied to certain very high level decisions - a Mayor 
would have significant day-to-day decision making powers similar to the current 
Leader of the Council. 
 
Councillor Cooper asked what happens if the Mayor of a minority party couldn't set a 
budget. Officers said there was a legal requirement on the Council to set a budget. If 
the Mayor was defeated in a budget vote Councillors could attempt to agree an 
alternative budget that could command a two thirds majority. If the Council was not 
able to set a legal budget, Central Government would appoint commissioners to set 
a budget on the Council’s behalf. 
 
The Chair noted that Stoke on Trent adopted the directly elected Mayor model in 
2002 and removed it in 2008, Torbay voted this year to abolish it, and the Mayor of 
Newham was campaigning to return to the Leader and Cabinet model. He asked if 
this suggested the model was inherently unstable. Officers noted that the Mayor of 
Newham's publicly stated reasons for returning to a Leader and Cabinet model was 
that she felt the role of Mayor concentrated too much executive power in one place 
and was less democratic than a Cabinet that made decisions collectively. 
 
The Chair formally closed the meeting and thanked all those who attended. 
 
 
 

 
Meeting started: 7.00 pm 
Meeting ended: 8.50 pm 

 
 
 
 
Chair   

 
 
Contact officer: David Abbott 

Scrutiny Manager 
Governance and Scrutiny 

 : 07776 672877 
 E-mail: david.abbott@lbhf.gov.uk 
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London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 

 
Report to:   Public Services Reform Policy & Accountability Committee 
 
Date:  29/01/2020 
 
Subject: 2020 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 
 
Report of: Cabinet Member for Public Service Reform – Councillor Adam Connell 

Cabinet Member for Finance and Commercial Services – Councillor Max 
Schmid  

 
Responsible Director: Strategic Director for Social Care and Public Services Reform 

 Strategic Director of Finance an Governance 
 

 
Summary 
 
Cabinet will present their revenue budget and council tax proposals to Budget 
Council on 26th February 2020. A balanced budget will be set in accordance with 
the Local Government Finance Act 1992. 

 
This report sets out the budget proposals for the services covered by this Policy 
and Accountability Committee (PAC). An update is also provided on any 
proposed changes in fees and charges. 
 
Recommendations 
 

1. That the Policy and Accountability Committee (PAC) considers the budget 
proposals and makes recommendations to Cabinet as appropriate. 

 
2. That the PAC considers the proposed changes to fees and charges and 

makes recommendations as appropriate.  
 
 
 
Wards Affected: All 

 
 

H&F Priorities 
 

Our Priorities Summary of how this report aligns to the 
H&F Priorities  

 Being ruthlessly financially 
efficient 

We need to always confirm that spend fits 
our Council’s priorities; challenge how much 
needs to be spent; and achieve results 
within agreed budgets. Finance is 
everyone’s business and every penny 
counts.   
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Contact Officer(s): 
 
Name:  Emily Hill  
Position: Assistant Director, Finance  
Telephone: 020 8753 3145 
Email:  emily.hill@lbhf.gov.uk  
 
Name:   Andrew Lord  
Position:  Head of Strategic Planning and Monitoring 
Telephone: 020 8753 2531 
Email:  andrew.lord@lbhf.gov.uk 
 
Name:   Andre Mark 
Position:  Interim Finance business partner  
Telephone: 020 8753 6729 

Email:  Andre.Mark@lbhf.gov.uk  
 
Background Papers Used in Preparing This Report 
None. 
 

 
Proposals and Detailed Analysis 

 
The Budget Gap 

 
1.1. The 2020/21 gross General Fund budget1 is £525m of which the net budget 

requirement of £154.3m is funded from council resources (such as council 
tax and business rates) and general government grant. 
 
Table 1 – 2020/21 budget requirement  
 

Budgeted expenditure £m 

Housing benefit payments 110 

Departmental budgets 415 

Gross budgeted expenditure 525 

Less:  

Specific government grants (including housing 
benefits and dedicated schools grant) 

(234.5) 

Fees and charges (65) 

Contributions (e.g. health, other boroughs) (49) 

Other income (e.g. investment interest, rentals 
and recharges ) 

(22.2) 

Budget requirement rolled forward to 
2020/21 

154.3 

 

                                            
1
 Figures exclude capital charges and internal service level agreements. These have a net nil impact on 

the budget. 
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1.2. The budget proposals  for 2020/21, and forecast to 2023/24, are summarised 
in Table 2. A balanced budget is proposed for 2020/21 with a contribution to 
reserves arising from one-off/ non-recurrent benefits, to enhance financial 
resilience, of £7.2m. 

 
Table 2 - Budget Summary  

 

  2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 

  £m £m £m £m 

Base budget 154.3 154.3 154.3 154.3 

Add:         

Cumulative inflation 
(including pay awards) 

4.2 8.4 12.6 16.8 

Provision for future demand 
& demographic pressures 

0 4.0 8.0 12.0 

Investment 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 

Increase in the unallocated 
contingency 

0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Savings and additional 
income 

-12.8 -13.5 -14.2 -14.2 

Adjustment for one off items 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Contribution to reserves 7.2 0 0 0 

Budgeted expenditure 162.2 162.5 170.0 178.2 

Less:         

Government resources (34.2) (34.2) (34.2) (34.2) 

Business rates (57.2) (57.2) (57.2) (57.2) 

Fair funding impact 
(estimate) 

0 4.0 8.0 12.0 

Council tax  (63.8) (64.4) (65.0) (65.6) 

One-off use of resources (5.3) 0 0 0 

Use of developer 
contributions for enhanced 
community safety 

(1.7) (1.7) (1.7) (1.7) 

Budgeted resources (162.2) (153.5) (150.1) (146.7) 

Cumulative budget gap  0 9.0 19.9 31.5 

 
Budget Assumptions 
 

1.3. Government grant funding will increase by £3.6m from 2019/20 to 2020/21 
as a result of the Government’s pre-election spending round in September 
2019. This increase follows a decade of grant cuts with overall funding 
reducing by £68m from 2010/11 to 2020/21. This was a real terms funding cut 
of 54%. 
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1.4. However, the government have indicated they will undertake what they are 

terming a ‘fair funding review’ in 2020/21. This has the remit of reconsidering 
how grant is distributed between authorities. It is likely to be bad news for 
Hammersmith and Fulham and other London authorities as it is anticipated 
that resources will be redistributed away from inner city areas, which have 
traditionally received funding to address higher levels of deprivation, to other 
parts of the country with lower levels of deprivation. The Council will 
campaign vigorously against any such distribution away from areas of higher 
need.  
 

1.5. The government has modelled an adult social care precept since 
2016/17. In the first years of the levy, the Council determined not to apply the 
levy in Hammersmith and Fulham, despite the fact the Council’s funding from 
government was modelled on the assumption that we would. Due to the 
continued high levels of inflation in the social care market and the 
government’s continued failure to propose a long-term funding solution to 
social care funding, the Council proposes to allow 2% of the government’s 
adult social care levy for 2020/21. The total levy increase for Hammersmith 
and Fulham over the 5 years to 2020/21 will be 4% compared to the 10% 
increase assumed by the government. The Council is committed to using 
such funding to support adult social care.  

 
1.6. An increase in the Hammersmith & Fulham element of council tax of 

1.99% is modelled for 2020/21. This will generate extra income of £1.2m in 
2020/21 and £4.9m over a four-year period. This will support investment in 
key services for residents and future financial resilience. The Hammersmith 
and Fulham Band D Council Tax charge is the third lowest in the country and 
35% below the London average. This is significantly below the July 2019 
Retail Price Index inflation used for the Council’s financial planning.  
 

1.7. The business rates system, as set out in Table 3, is changing for a fourth 
successive year. For 2020/21 the government have ended the pilot London 
Business Rates pool with the share of business rates retained by LBHF 
reverting to 30%.  
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Table 3 – Business Rates Retention Scheme 
 

 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

Hammersmith & Fulham 30% 64% 48% 30% 

Greater London Authority 37% 36% 27% 37% 

Government 33% 0 25% 33% 

Pool arrangements None 100% 
pilot pool 

75% pilot 
pool 

Potential 
London 

pool 

Business rates revaluation Yes No No No 

H & F income (net of tariffs and adjusted on a like for like basis) 

H & F share of business 
rates 

£59.5m £56.5m £57.0m £57.2m 

Pool benefit (1-year lag i.e. 
2018/19 benefit recognised 
in 2019/20) 

0 0 £4.3m 
(£2.3m to 
reserves) 

£1.9m 
(to 

reserves) 
 

Assumed in 
budget/contribution to 
reserves 

£59.5m £56.5m £61.3m £59.1m 

 
1.8. London Local Government took forward a 100% business rates retention pilot 

in April 2018. This pooled business rates income across the 33 London 
Boroughs and GLA with all growth shared. The government reduced this to a 
75% pilot in 2019/20 and have announced it will cease for 2020/21. 
 

1.9. Current modelling forecasts that Hammersmith and Fulham will benefit by 
£1.9m from the 2019/20 pilot and this is assumed within the 2020/21 budget. 
As the pilot has ceased, the expected benefit is a one-off sum and therefore 
will be taken to reserves. The actual benefit will not be confirmed until 
September 2020. 

 
1.10. London Local Government is developing a new pooling arrangement, without 

government support, for 2020/21. The financial benefit will be significantly less 
(as the government will take a higher proportion of the income raised and 
growth). No benefit is assumed from a possible new 2020/21 pool within the 
current budget forecast. Any benefit will be considered within the 2021/22 
budget process. 

 
1.11. Table 4 sets out the business rates budget for 2019/20 and 2020/21. The 

business rates system sets a safety net threshold which guarantees a 
minimum income to the Council. The 2017 business rates revaluation resulted 
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in a high-level of rates appeals by businesses in LBHF. This has required the 
Council’s share of business rates income to be budgeted at the safety net 
threshold of £57.2m. The safety net threshold is set at 92.5% of the funding 
baseline (compared to 95% in the pool) resulting in a lower guaranteed 
income from business rates.   

 
1.12. The instability in the government’s approach to business rates makes 

medium-term financial planning difficult. 
 

Table 4: Comparison between 2019/20 and 2020/21 business rates 
income 

 

  2019/20 2020/21 

 £m £m 

Business rates baseline  123.0 78.0 

Tariff payable to the government (45.0) (16.1) 

Funding baseline 78.0 61.9 

Safety net threshold (included in LBHF budget) 74.1 57.2 

Less Revenue Support Grant collected within business rates in 
2019/20 

(17.1) 0 

Budgeted business rates  57.0 57.2 

 
1.11 An updated forecast for business rates will be undertaken by all Boroughs in         

January 2020. This will confirm the Hammersmith and Fulham 2020/21 estimate 
and provide more clarity on the potential benefits from the 2019/20 pilot pool 
arrangements.  

 
1.12 Developer Contributions. Planning obligations under s.106 of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended), known as s.106 agreements, are a 
mechanism which make a development proposal acceptable in planning terms, 
that would not otherwise be acceptable. They are focused on site specific 
mitigation of the impact of development. Property developments have placed 
increased pressure on council services in recent years.  

 
1.13 Local planning authorities are required to use the funding in accordance with the 

terms of the individual planning obligation legal agreement. This will ensure new 
developments are acceptable; benefit local communities and support the 
provision of local infrastructure. In LBHF there are three broad categories of 
s.106 contributions received: 

 for a specific purpose defined and described in the s.106 agreement (such 

as specific highway works) 

 for a general functional purpose defined and described in the s.106 

agreement but with geographical constraints (such as provision of 

community infrastructure in the White City area) 

 for a general purpose defined and described in the s.106 agreement but 

with no borough geographical constraints (such as economic development, 

education purposes, community safety initiatives etc). 
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1.15 Provided the Council respects the obligation to maintain a reasonable 
relationship with the developments and complies with the specific terms of each 
of the s.106 agreements giving rise to the funds, the Council has a degree of 
discretion as to how it allocates and spends some of the general purpose funds.  
The Council has determined that a key priority area for the investment of 
available s.106 funds with general purposes is the provision of enhanced 
community safety arrangements. The 2020/21 budget assumes that 
contributions of £1.7m are invested to fund enhanced arrangements in this area 
and this can be met from receipts currently in hand. 

  
1.16 A number of s.106 agreements have been negotiated which will result in the 

receipt of additional funds in the future. There is a level of uncertainty around the 
receipt of future s.106 funds as this relies on developments commencing and 
achieving specified trigger points. The Council will continue to monitor the receipt 
of s.106 funds expected in the short and medium term, where the level of 
uncertainty around trigger points increases, and is developing a strategic 
approach for investment of future s.106 funds. 

 
1.17 Inflation. A national pay award has yet to be agreed for 2020/21. Provision is 

made within the budget for an increase of up to 2% (£1.7m) and this will be held 
corporately until a national agreement is reached on the annual pay award. 
Inflation of £2.6m has also been provided, on a case by case basis, to meet 
contractual requirements. 

 
 
INVESTMENT, SAVINGS AND RISKS 

 
1.18 Investment in services and savings proposals for the services covered by this   

 PAC are set out in Appendix 1 with budget risks set out in Appendix 2. 
 

Investment  
 

1.19 Investment in services is summarised by department in Table 5 and by 
 category in Table 6. 

 
Table 5: 2020/21 Investment Proposals 
 

Department £m 

Children's Services 5.5 

The Environment Department 0.5 

Public Services Reform 0.1 

Social Care 0.7 

Council Wide 1.5 

Total 8.3 
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Table 6: Categorisation of investment proposals  
 

 £m 

Increase in demand/demographic growth 6.4 

Resident priority 1.9 

Total 8.3 

 
 Savings 
 
1.20 The Council faces a continuing financial challenge due to overall Central  

Government funding cuts, unfunded burdens, inflation, and demand and 
growth  pressures. The budget gap will increase in each of the next three 
years if no action is taken to reduce expenditure, generate more income 
through commercial revenue and continue to grow the number of dwellings 
and businesses in the borough. 
 

1.21 To proposed savings (including additional income) for 2020/21 are set out by 
department in Table 7. 

 
  Table 7: 2020/21 savings and additional income 
 

Department £m 

Children's Services (0.8) 

Finance & Governance (4.5) 

The Economy Department (0.8) 

Public Services Reform (0.3) 

The Environment Department (1.0) 

Social Care (2.5) 

Council Wide  (2.9) 

Savings (12.8) 

 
1.22 The saving proposals are categorised by savings area in Table 8. 
 

  Table 8: Categorisation of 2020/21 savings  
 

 £’m 

Service rationalisation/budget reduced in line with spend (3.0) 

Commercialisation/Income  (2.0) 

Debt reduction and restructuring (0.3) 

Pension - triennial Valuation (2.1) 

Prevention (1.5) 

Procurement / Commissioning (0.8) 

Service reconfiguration (0.9) 

Staffing / Productivity (2.2) 

Total All Savings (12.8) 
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Risk, revenue balances and earmarked reserves 

 
1.23 The Council’s General Fund gross budget is £525m. Within a budget of this 

magnitude there are inevitably areas of risk and uncertainty particularly within 
the current challenging financial environment. The key financial risks that face 
the Council have been identified and quantified. They total £18.5m. Financial 
risks of £24m were identified when the 2019/20 budget was set. 

 
1.24 Reserves play a crucial role in good public financial management. They exist so that 

a council can make one off investment in service transformation for the future or to 
respond to one off unexpected events or emerging needs. They are the foundation 
for good financial management and resilience. As one-off resources they can only be 
spent once. 

 
1.25 As part of the Audit Findings Report for the year ended 31 March 2019 the Council’s 

external auditors (Grant Thornton) commented on the level of the Council’s reserves: 
 
 ‘The Council’s reserves level is of concern as there doesn’t appear to be sufficient 

cushion to weather the ongoing financial challenges that the Council will face over 
the medium term due to reductions in central government funding and forecast 
pressures of the DSG funding. The Council only has finite reserves available and it 
is important that you continue to maintain appropriate budgetary control. It cannot 
be stressed enough how important it is to have a fall back position to address the 
challenges of the future.  We have seen a number of Councils reach the financial 
precipice and members have a fiduciary duty to ensure the Council retains financial 
sustainability.  We would strongly recommend that use of reserves remains limited 
in future years other than for specifically earmarked schemes.’ 

 
1.26 The Council has put in place a reserves strategy to ensure effective oversight 

regarding the level and use of reserves and established an action plan to 
maintain reserves at an appropriate level. In accordance with the action plan, 
the 2020/21 budget proposals include new one-off contributions to reserves 
of £7.2m.    

 
General fund balances 

 
1.27 The Council’s general balance stood at £19m as at 1 April 2019 and it is 

currently projected that this will not reduce in the current financial year. This 
will leave general balances at 3.6% (equivalent to 13 days spend) of the 
Council’s gross budget of £525m.   

 
1.28 Given the on-going scale of change in local government funding, and risks facing the 

Council, the Strategic Director, Finance and Governance  considers that general 
balances need to be maintained within the range of £14m to £20m. The optimal level 
is projected to be broadly met over the next 4 years and is, in the Strategic Director’s, 
Finance and Governance, view sufficient to allow for the risks identified and to 
support effective medium-term financial planning.  

 
 Earmarked reserves 
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1.29 The Council holds a number of one-off earmarked reserves. The latest 

forecast to 2023/24 is set out in Table 9. In the Strategic Director’s, Finance 
and Governance, view such reserves are adequate to deal with anticipated 
risks and liabilities. 

 
Table 9:  Reserves forecast to 2022/23 
 

 

 Opening 
balance 
2019/20 

Budgeted 
contributions to 

2023/24 
Commitment
s to 2023/24 

 
Total 

2023/2
4 

 
£m £m £m £m 

Earmarked reserves 44.8 36.1 (37.4) 43.5 

New contributions in 
the 2020/21 budget 

   7.2 

Forecast earmarked 
reserves 

   50.7 

General balances 19.0   19.0 

Earmarked restricted 
reserves 

17.5  (7.7) 9.8 

Current year forecast 
overspend 

   (9.5) 

Other potential uses 
of reserves  

   (28.6) 

Total reserves  41.4 

 
1.30 The existing commitments include the planned investment of earmarked 

reserves on council priorities (for example implementing the Information 
Technology strategy and incentive payments to landlords).  

 
1.31 Net General Fund reserves of £6m are set  aside for the civic campus scheme. 

This is based, in line with the current programme, on funding of lease costs for 
a 3.5 year relocation. The call on general fund reserves would increase  by 
£5.9m if relocation was deferred to 5 years. The scheme benefits include 
efficiencies in delivering modern, inclusively designed and fit-for-purpose office 
and civic accommodation for its staff and visitors, as well as for small and 
start-up businesses. It also avoids the need for significant capital investment in 
the existing Town Hall and Town Hall Extension, which in 2017 was estimated 
at between £29.2m and £53.5m for both buildings, depending on the extent of 
refurbishment works undertaken and excluded professional fees (estimated to 
be at least £2m) and the cost of decanting staff to allow works to take place. 

 
1.32 The other potential uses for reserves includes allowance for a future shortfall in 

funding for pupils with high needs.  For Hammersmith and Fulham, there 
was a cumulative shortfall in the Dedicated Schools Grant (from government) 
provided to fund expenditure on pupils with high needs of £13.8m at the close 
of 2018/19. The Council is developing options for a deficit recovery plan and 
estimates that it will receive extra grant of £2.9m from 2020/21 onwards. 
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Despite this funding increase, demographic and other pressures, require that a 
further £15m be set aside regarding the shortfall for the current year and next 
4 years. The Council is also discussing with auditors how this should be 
treated on the Council’s Balance sheet following a consultation by the 
Education Funding and Skills Agency. Pending further clarification, the Council 
has prudently set aside a reserve to cover the potential deficit. 

 
1.33 The Strategic Director, Finance and Governance considers that current reserves 

are adequate to deal with anticipated risks and liabilities. Reserves can only be 
spent once and the forecast to 2023/24 identifies a tightening in the Council’s 
finances that will need careful management and review. Continued focus will be 
required on keeping spend within budget, avoiding the use of reserves to balance 
future budgets and on rebuilding reserves to support future investments and 
priorities. 

 
 FEES AND CHARGES 
 
1.34  The budget assumes these are: 

 
- Frozen for Adult Social Care, Children’s Services and Housing.  

- A standard uplift of 2.8% based on the July 2019 Retail Price Index applied 

for other non-Commercial and non-parking fees. 

- Commercial services that are charged on a for-profit basis, will be reviewed 

on an ongoing basis in response to market conditions and varied up and 

down as appropriate, with appropriate authorisations according to the Council 

constitution.  

- Parking charges and fines are set in line with transport policy objectives and 
are not considered as part of the budget process. 

There are no exceptions for this Department. 
 

2020/21 COUNCIL TAX LEVELS 
 

1.35 The administration proposes to increase the Hammersmith & Fulham element 
of council tax by 1.99% for 2020/21. The Band D charge will be £792.42. This 
is significantly below the July 2019 Retail Price Index inflation used for the 
Council’s financial planning.  

 
1.36 This will result in a net cash terms increase of 3.7% since 2014/15 and 

compares to real terms inflation2 of 15% over the same period. Unlike before 
2014, no grant has been offered by government to councils who freeze or cut 
council tax. Instead, since 2014/15 the government, within the grant process, 
have assumed a Council tax increase of 12.6%. The 1.99% increase will 
generate extra income of £1.2m in 2020/21 and £4.9m over a four-year period. 

                                            
2
 As measured by movement in the Retail Price Index 
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This will support investment in, and protect, key services for residents and 
strengthen future financial resilience. 

 
1.37 As set out below, 53% of dwellings are liable for 100% council tax with 

exemptions/discounts for council tax support claimants, students, care leavers 
and single person households. 

 
Table 9:  Liability for council tax 
 

Total dwellings in the borough 90,500 

Reductions:  

Exemptions (mainly students, includes care leavers) (4,000) 

Council tax support claimants (elderly & working age on low 
income) 

(11,400) 

Single person discount (25% discount) (27,500) 

Dwellings liable for 100% of council tax  47,600 
53% 

 

 
1.37 The government’s modelled adult social care precept levy of 2% will 

generate additional income of £4.9m over 4 years and £1.22m in 2020/21. This 
will increase the Band D Council Tax charge by £15.24 per annum (4.2p per 
day).  
 

1.38 The overall increase in the LBHF element of the Band D charge, including the 
government’s modelled 2% adult social care precept, is £30.40 (8.3p per day). 
 
Table 10: LBHF Band D Council Tax Charge 

 

2019/20 LBHF Band D charge £762.02 

Proposed H&F Element Increase of 1.99% £15.16 

Proposed Adult Social Care precept of 2% £15.24 

2020/21 Total LBHF Band D charge £792.42 

 
Comments of the Strategic Director for Social Care and Public Services Reform 
(PSR) on the budget proposals 

PSR is proposing a net budget before Capital and Corporately Managed budgets of 
£4.937m. The budget of £1.557m for corporately controlled expenditure represents the 
department’s share of the Council’s overheads such as IT, Finance and Property. 
Within PSR, there are also many services which support frontline council business and 
saving plans. As such, £3.351m of the budget is expected to be recovered as 
corporately controlled income. 
 
The budget proposals look to support the delivery plan addressing many of the 
departmental overspends from previous years and to deliver savings in the medium 
term. Plans will continue to be developed to identify opportunities and investment to 
support the Business Intelligence service. 
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Zero based budgeting (ZBB) and efficiency work will carry on into its second and final 
year to ensure we have the capability we need to continue delivering the scale of 
savings required. The programme is now identifying areas for a second wave of 
reviews, and looking to mainstream the ZBB budget and service review model through 
heads of finance working with directorate management teams – with specialist support 
provided by Business Intelligence and Corporate Project Management Office services. 
 
There are proposed savings of £0.255m in 2020/21. These are outlined by category 
(Table 11). 
 
Investment of £0.056m was awarded to the department for 2020/21. This investment 
will be used to support resident priorities across co-production services. 
 
Table 11: 2020/21 Public Services Reform Savings by Category 
 

Category 
Total 
£m 

Staffing / Productivity (0.255) 

Total Savings (0.255) 
 

 
Equality Implications 

 
A draft Equality Impact Analysis (EIA), which assesses the impacts on equality of 
the main items in the budget proposals relevant to this PAC, is attached as 
Appendix 3. A final EIA will be reported to Budget Council. 
 
 
 
List of Appendices: 
Appendix 1 – Savings and investment proposals 
Appendix 2 – Risks 
Appendix 3 – Draft Equality Impact Assessment 
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Appendix 1

Public Service Reform

Ref Nos Service Title & Theme Summary 

Delivery 

Risk 

(H-M-L) 

2020-21 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

2021-22 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

2022-23 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

2023-24 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

1
Department-

wide
Staffing and efficiencies 

Review of  PSR  with view to restructuring to realise 

efficiencies (net savings after resolving with current 

staffing pressures). 

L (255) (255) (255) (255)

(255) (255) (255) (255)

Ref Nos Service Title & Theme Summary 

2020-21 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

2021-22 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

2022-23 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

2023-24 

Budget 

Change 

Cumulative  

(£000's)

PSRG1
Strategy and community engagement - shared 

strategic lead co-production post.
56 56 56 56

56 56 56 56Total

Change and Savings Proposals Budget Change

Public Services Reform - Total Change and Savings Proposals 

Demographic & Growth Requests Budget Change

1 of 1

P
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Appendix 2

PSR Risk/Challenges

Department & Division Short Description of Risk
2020/21 
Value 

(£000's)

2021/22  
Value 

(£000's)

2022/23 
Value 

(£000's)

2023/24 
Value 

(£000's)
Mitigation

PSR
Staffing Existing staffing pressures. 325 325 325 325 Review to be undertaken and business case established

Communications Cessation of HRA funding 97 97 97 97

PSR Total 422 422 422 422 

Risk

P
age 26



  APPENDIX 3 

1 
 

DRAFT Equality Impact Analysis (EIA) of main budget proposals for  

 Public Services Reform  

 

Public Services Reform Savings 

 

PSR 1 - Review of services - staffing and efficiencies - £255,000 

 

1. The Department proposes to complete a review of all PSR services with the view to 

restructuring services to realise efficiencies.  This proposal has a neutral impact on 

those with protected characteristics for the following reasons: 

 

2. Savings will be secured through the use of vacancies arising from staff turnover - 

with some posts being deleted whilst others are replaced with lower graded posts. It 

is not expected that there will be any compulsory redundancies. 

 

3. There will be a neutral impact on staff with protected characteristics. Where there are 

staff changes leading to savings, Equality Impact Assessments are carried out as 

part of the reorganisation process.  
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 London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 

 
Report to: Public Services Reform Policy and Accountability Committee 
 
Date: 29/01/2020 
 
Subject: ZBB and Efficiency Update Report  
 
Report of: Martin Calleja, Assistant Director, Zero Based Budgeting and Efficiency 
 

 
Summary 
 
The Zero-Based Budgeting (ZBB) and Efficiency Programme was established in 
April 2019.  The business case for the programme was based on the projected scale 
of further savings required over the next four-year medium term (£50m between 
2020-24) and the need to improve the capability and capacity of the Council to 
achieve this.  The business case also incorporated a mandate to establish a zero-
based budgeting system that was aligned to the Council’s vision and priorities 
including being ruthlessly financially efficient.   
 
The programme is now well established as a two-year initiative and has made good 
progress to date in delivering on its three main aims: Firstly, to establish and 
mainstream a system and culture for zero based budgeting, secondly to deliver a 
high-quality service review programme and significantly uplift the level of deliverable 
savings proposals for consideration in the annual budget setting process and thirdly 
to develop a corporate strategy, priorities and pipeline for delivering the full scale of 
savings needed over the medium term. 
 
The agreed budget to deliver the programme is £0.514m for 2019/20.  This has been 
used to establish a programme delivery team of 4.2 FTEs and provide for one-off 
consultancy services to better understand social care and children’s services 
demand and costs and wider benchmarking.  The agreed budget for year two of the 
programme is £0.24m which will see a tapering down of the team as it delivers a 
second wave of facilitated ZBB service reviews and continues to promote a 
mainstreaming of this approach.     
 
This report provides an overview of progress made to date and priorities for the 
continuing programme across each of the above noted main aims.   
 
Recommendations 
 
That the Committee notes the progress made in the delivery of the ZBB and 
efficiency programme and plans for addressing the continuing challenge for 
achieving the scale of further savings that are required.    
 
 
Wards Affected: ALL 
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H&F Priorities 
 
Please state how the subject of the report relates to our priorities. 
 

Our Priorities Summary of how this report aligns to the H&F 
Priorities  

 Building shared 
prosperity 

ZBB review of supported employment service has 
been completed and is reported on below. 

 Creating a 
compassionate council 

The ZBB review process incorporates a 
consideration of this commitment and the 
relationship between money spent on associated 
services and the delivery of associated outcomes.  
The ZBB review programme is also promoting a 
joined-up compassionate council service offer to 
residents and families that are most 
disadvantaged. 

 Doing things with 
residents, not to them 

Review and savings work that reflects a major 
policy change and/or service re-design must be 
co-produced.  The ZBB review team have 
prioritised establishing a resident’s 
implementation group to co-produce the delivery 
of the Resident’s Access Programme and the 
wider range of service development work that is 
underway. 

 Being ruthlessly 
financially efficient (RFE) 

ZBB, efficiency and RFE are variations of the 
same theme that is accountability for public 
money and getting the very best value from every 
pound spent. 

 Taking pride in H&F Financial stability and innovation are required to 
realise this ambition and are being promoted 
through ZBB and efficiency work. 

 
Contact Officer(s): 
 
Name: Martin Calleja 
Position: Assistant Director, ZBB and Efficiency) 
Telephone: 07375 057 705 
Email: martin.calleja@lbhf.gov.uk  
 

 
Background Papers Used in Preparing This Report 
None. 
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Proposals and Detailed Analysis 
 
1. Establishing a system and culture for zero based budgeting 
 
1.1 Zero Based Budgeting (ZBB) is a technique implemented by organisations that 

usually need to make immediate savings due to an unbalanced budget or where 
there is a pressing need to reinvest. It works from the principle of beginning a budget 
at zero and building it up based on verified need, relevance and cost-effectiveness. It 
does this first by fundamentally challenging if an area of service is needed or making 
its intended difference.  Where appropriate, it then analyses what is driving cost and 
how this can be managed down as far as possible towards zero.  

 
2.2 ZBB aims to build a culture of cost management within organisations that involves 

cost visibility, cost governance and cost accountability. It requires a culture of fast-
paced and evidence-based decision making and an appetite for making fundamental 
change where necessary.  

 
2.3 The approach is evidence-based and aligned to national responsibilities for public 

bodies to deliver value for money and the Council’s local commitment to being 
ruthlessly financially efficient and delivering a balanced budget.  However, the style 
of execution and business decisions that are made through the process can vary.  
This is driven by a range of factors including; immediate financial urgency (real and 
perceived), stakeholder management and tolerance for change, including being 
willing to let go of things that are no longer affordable or make the grade for what is 
considered good value for money in a changing financial climate.  
 

2.4 In order to establish a system and culture for zero-based budgeting, the ZBB 
programme has;  
 

 Established a new ZBB budget/service review methodology and detailed guidance in 
line with the above noted principles and local context. 
 

 Rolled out implementation by aligning the new review standard to the annual budget 
setting process and a programme of service reviews facilitated by the ZBB team 
working closely with Directorate management teams. 
 

 Worked closely with People and Talent to identify and manage up a range of cross-
cutting opportunities to reduce staffing costs and put improved productivity and 
efficiency at the heart of the Council’s People Strategy. 
 

 Worked closely with corporate finance and governance to pilot a review panel to 
identify opportunities to reduce contract costs. 
 

 A set of top ten savings opportunities has been agreed with the Senior Leadership 
Team to support the development of the strategy and operating model that will be 
needed through the next medium term. 
 

2.5  The programme team undertook a review of progress in applying ZBB review 
principles in practice in November 2019.  The review concluded that; 

 

 Around half of services areas across the Council had taken steps to review their own 
budgets using the ZBB review methodology, although the quality of this work was 
very variable and there was a major issue translating opportunities for better use of 
resources into committed savings. 
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 In-year overspend pressures and legacy savings commitments that were not 
delivered were significant issues impacting on confidence in making new savings 
commitments.    
 

 The facilitated ZBB service review process has been significantly more successful in 
setting out viable savings opportunities, and in all cases a detailed plan including 
significant new savings commitments and/or pipeline opportunities was brokered with 
Directorate management teams.  Recommended and detailed savings in the region 
of 10-30% have been set out for all reviews completed to date.   
 

 There are significant technical and cultural barriers to applying ZBB principles that 
need attention. This includes a lack of baseline intelligence and analytics to review 
services quickly and a preference for taking safe and tactical steps to commit to 
smaller scale savings over the riskier and transformational approach that ZBB drives.    
 

2.6 In order to embed ZBB and further address cultural barriers the programme is now 
focusing on: 

 

 Working with Heads of Finance and Directorate Management Teams to improve the 
ZBB review methodology and put in place additional controls and support for its 
application in 2020/21. 

 

 Align ZBB service and budget review and savings requirements to the Council’s 
People’s Strategy and performance management framework.   
 

 Continue to promote the successful peer challenge across Directorates that 
underpinned this year’s budget setting and challenge process.  
 

 Mainstreaming the ZBB programme delivery brief into business as usual services led 
by Corporate Finance and with substantial support from People and Talent, 
Programme Management Office, Strategy and Community and Business Analysis 
services. 

 

2. Delivering a high-quality service review programme and uplifting the 
level of deliverable savings proposals for consideration in the annual 
budget setting process.  

 

3.1 Overall the programme is on track to deliver against its programme of service 
reviews and wider aims. Month on month progress with reviews and 
associated agreed savings plans and pipeline development opportunities has 
been demonstrated since the appointment of the delivery team in June 2019.  
This has made a significant contribution to the plan for achieving a balanced 
budget in 2020/1 and longer term. 

 
3.2 A summary of the status, findings, recommendations and savings values from 

each of the first 11 service reviews within the programme is set out in 
Appendix 1.  All reviews are scheduled for completion by the end of January 
2020.  This is two months behind the original schedule to major issues with 
establishing baseline data,   

 
3.3 To date, the review programme has led on or provided significant support for 

the delivery of £5.19m detailed savings plans that are now SLT supported 
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plans for the medium term.  Associated pipeline development plans that 
require further development, consideration or detail total £8.157m. 

 
3.4 This achievement along with improved confidence in achieving a balanced 

budget next year and the deliverability of new savings commitments set out 
for 2020/1 has moved the status of the programme from red to amber in 
December 2019.  Amber status is associated with the scale of savings that 
are needed over the whole medium term and issues identified in section 2 of 
this report. 

 
3.5 This improved confidence has been significantly assisted by the improved 

settlement projections and flexibilities for next year.  This has seen a 
reduction in required minimum savings levels from £13m to £9m for 2020/21.  
Firm savings proposals on plan totalled £7.6m as at the end of 2019 of which 
£2.8m were the first-year aspect of the above noted ZBB supported £5.19m.   

 
3.6 The minimum year end Return On Investment (ROI) target for the ZBB 

investment is £10 of savings identified (fully specified and viable savings 
plans) for every £1 spent on the ZBB programme - plus substantial added 
value around pipeline development and delivery and organisational 
development.  The team expect to exceed this position by the end of the 
financial year and the first aspect is currently £10.1 detailed saving for every 
£1 spent, based on the £5.19m total savings and £0.514m year one 
programme budget. 

 
3.7 The ROI impact of the team’s work is claimed based on two tests; either 

identification of savings through a ZBB-led facilitated service review process 
or close involvement and support in successfully developing a saving from an 
uncommitted or very formative position to a detailed and supported proposal. 
Issues around appetite, in year overspend pressures and legacy savings 
commitments that have not been delivered can impact on translation of the 
team’s work onto budget plans, but this does not invalidate the ROI position.   

 
3.8 The benefit of delivering the programme in-house over a consultancy contract 

is three-fold.  Firstly, based on a low-end average consultancy day rate of 
£650, the cost of the staffing element of the programme would be 67% higher 
(£621k over the current year 1 cost of £371k).  Secondly, based on work of 
consultancy services to provide savings in the past, the viability and detail of 
savings plans would be significantly lower. Further, an externally 
commissioned programme may not be proactively working to reduce costs 
and mainstream the approach.  

 
3.9 Appendix 2 provides the executive summary and savings profiles for two 

reviews in the areas of People and Talent and Housing and Homelessness 
services to provide a more detailed illustration of this work in a back office and 
front-line service context. 

 
3.10 Continued work on the ZBB service review programme is focused on;  
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 Completing all wave 1 service reviews including the major review of 
commissioning and procurement. 

 

 Agreeing and starting work on wave 2 service reviews with the aim of 
completing them by the end of July 2020.  IT and Legal services have been 
mandated by SLT for inclusion.   
 

 Developing a compressed and agile review process for identifying staff costs 
and contract costs that can be completed in 2-4 weeks.   
 

 Continuing to support Directorates to undertake further preparatory work to 
further develop pipeline plans.  

 

3. Developing a corporate strategy, priorities and pipeline for delivering 
the full scale of savings needed over the medium term.  

 
4.1  Appendix 1 sets out the scale and range of pipeline developments that have 

originated from the programme’s service review programme.   
 
4.2 The cross-cutting nature of much of this work led to the development of a top 

ten set of savings priorities in August 2019 as a step toward developing a 
future strategy and operating model for the long term.   

 
4.3 Developing programmes, projects and working groups to support delivery of 

this cross-cutting work will be an increasing focus for the programme in its 
second year and as a key aspect of ensuring work continues when the 
programme is closed.   

 
4.4 The table below provides a summary of these top opportunities.   
 

Table 1: Top 10 Savings Opportunities for the Medium Term (2020/1) 
 

Further Savings Opportunities 
for 2020/21 
 

Key Focal Points 

1) Reduce management, high 
cost agency and back office 
costs in response to current 
spans, tiers and scale of 
spend.   

 

 Resource Management Board  

 Alignment to People’s Strategy (Lean 
Management Operating Model) 

 Completion of ZBB service reviews for all 
major back office service functions   

2) Increasing efficiency and 
productivity on the front line  

 
 

 Redefining operating models and 
business processes  

 Completion of ZBB service reviews for all 
major front-line services.   

 Key cross reference to priority 3  

3) Resident Access 
Programme  

 Inclusive Digital Development and 
Service Consolidation  

4) Strategic management  Medium term financial strategy  
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across all funding streams – 
GF, Capital, HRA and 
S106/CIL  

 

 Application of ZBB principles to the 
management of areas of the Council’s 
budget beyond the General Fund 

5) Council-wide plan for 
income and debt 
management  

 
 

 Continued improvement in Council Tax 
and NNDR and further development of 
ethical debt management 

 Working group to review other income 
collection and service development plans 
for all Sundry Income 

 Operating model aligned to Resident 
Access Programme 

6) Improved contract 
management and 
negotiation  

 
 

 Pilot ZBB contract review panel  

 Directorate-led commissioning and 
category management 

 Completion of ZBB Service Review  
 

7) Children’s Services and 
Adults Social Care – 
meeting and preventing 
needs   

 Specifying and delivering quick wins 

 Establishing required pilots and projects 

 Improved analytics and medium-term 
modelling   

8) Compassionate Council – 
connected and community 
led support  

 Options for bringing resources and 
solutions together are being considered.   

 Employment and housing solutions 

9) Land and Asset 
Management and Other 
Commercial Opportunities  

 Land and Asset Development Strategy   

10)  Major Directorate Led 
Policy and Pipeline 
Developments  

 Significant opportunities being led within 
departments  

 
 
List of Appendices: 
Appendix 1 - ZBB Wave 1 Reviews Status 
Appendix 2 - Sample ZBB Service Review Executive Summaries 
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Appendix 1 – ZBB Wave 1 Reviews Status as at 10.1.20 
 

Wave 1 Review and Status  Service/ZBB 
Leads 

Summary of review findings and ZBB recommended savings: 
Detailed plans that are on or have an SLT mandate to move to budget plan are underlined. 
Pipeline plans that require further detail or feasibility work are denoted by a dotted underline (only firmer areas 
specified) 

 
1. Resident Access  

 
 Review completed – Programme 
Definition to be completed by end of 
January 2020. 

Nichola Ellis/ 
Martin Calleja 

 Review complete with up to £4m potential savings and a high-level business case set out.   

 The review sets out an ambitious plan to improve digital, front door and telephone services to residents and 
businesses and is validated by successful models of service operating in other boroughs.   

 Development of detailed delivery plan for tranche 1 (environment) is now completed with a detailed plan to 
deliver £1.7m of savings in 21/22.   That leaves up to £2.3m further savings as a pipeline plan.   

 The programme is being led by environment with support from the ZBB team, corporate IT and finance.   

2 and 3: People and Talent and 
Communications (within wider 
Public Service Reform 
Services) 

 
Review completed – Service 
Restructure to be completed by April 
20.   

Dawn Aunger/ 
Veronique 
Vermeer  

 ZBB led work on wider Public Service Reform secured a £1.797m savings over two years on back office 

services by; reducing senior management, mainstreaming ZBB and efficiency work in year two of the 
programme, introducing a new operating model for people and talent management and reducing spend on 
printing.     

 Review makes recommendations on reduction of spend on senior management, reducing high cost agency 
posts, back office functions and promoting working flexibly.   Reducing staffing costs is a key pipeline 
opportunity for further development.  

4.Homelessness and Housing 
Solutions 

 
Review Completed  

Glendine 
Shepard/ Lydia 
Land 

 Review found the service to be high performing and managing costs well.   

 Savings opportunities were identified in the further improvement of temporary accommodation cost 
management and efficiencies through the Resident’s Access Programme.   

 £1.373m detailed savings plan to be delivered over 3 years agreed. 

4. Regulatory Services 
 
Review completed 

Matthew Hooper/ 
Lydia Land 

 Review found this portfolio of service to be meeting statutory needs well within the context of constraints on 
resources.   

 Savings opportunities were identified across three key areas; management structure and costs, income and 
resident access and cross-service working (particularly through the development of an integrated enforcement 
model of service). 

 £0.757m savings recommended which is being considered further within Environment’s pipeline plan. 

5. Adult Learning and 
Employment Services 

 
Review completed 

Karen Gailey/ 
Veronique 
Vermeer 

 Review concluded the supported employment service would benefit from a refocus on residents most in 
need of support to take up employment and progression from entry level jobs.  This is now underway.  

 The review concluded that the scale, quality and range of services on offer through the adult learning service 
is a major strength. It endorsed the planned development agenda for the service in line with the borough’s 
industrial strategy and need to better demonstrate employment and life chance outcomes for residents in 
most need.   

 £261k savings recommended by closer alignment to the delivery of supported employment and related social 

care services and outcomes which is being considered further.  Adult Learning funding is ringfenced and at 
risk as it moves to the Mayor’s Office so cashable savings cannot be recommended.  

7.Commissioning, Contracts 
and Procurement 

 
Review due for completion end 
Jan 20  

Hitesh Jolapara/ 
Thea Baillie  

 The timeline for completion of this review has been extended as the process has required mapping annual 
spend on goods and services with an annual gross value of £350m by category and sub-category.  The four 
main categories of service are; corporate services, resident and public realm services, facilities and 
construction and social services.   

 The review sets out a future operating model that will deliver a good standard of management across 
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strategic (commissioning and category management) and operational (procurement and contract 
management) aspects.   

 This review also sets out recommendations to improve three key themes; procurement compliance and 
flexibilities, assuring quality and driving cost reductions and strategic forward planning and category 
management.   

 The review undertook an analysis of opportunities for reducing contract costs across eight major contracts 
with associated senior lead officers.  

 The review has an initial saving commitment of £0.32m to deliver across commissioning and contract costs. 

8. Social Care – meeting and 
managing needs 

Phase 1 of the review focusing on 
the largest scale opportunities has 
been completed wider review has 
been drafted.   
 

Lisa Redfern/ 
Katie Estdale 

 Analysis and final report on top priorities is completed and have informed the department’s MTFS approach. 

9. Children’s Social Care – 
meeting and managing needs  

 Status – as above 

Jackie 
Mcshannon/ Katie 
Estdale 

 Analysis and final report on top priorities is completed and have informed the department’s MTFS approach. 

10 and 11. Financial 
Management and Governance 

Report mid Feb 20 -  delayed due to 
wider budget preparation 
requirements.   

Emily Hill/ Martin 
Calleja 

 The review is analysing the structure and cost of the financial management services across the Council 
against the maturity of directorate management teams, current and developing IBC capabilities and major 
issues that drive costs.  Options and associated savings are being generated. 

 The review is also focused on a number of key pipeline savings opportunities associated with income and 
debt management and commercial opportunities.  

 

 
Current Savings Return on Investment Position: 

Detailed savings plans led or supported by the programme and on budget for 
20/21 or with a clear SLT mandate for the medium term: £5.19m 

Pipeline development plans led or supported by the programme that require 
further detail or consideration: £8.157m – developing detail available for PAC 

members on request 
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Appendix 2 
Sample ZBB Service Review Executive Summaries 

1
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People and Talent ZBB Service Review - Executive Summary 

People and Talent (P&T) is the Council’s human resources division. It leads on the implementation of the council’s People Strategy that aims to
engage, enable, and empower the council to build an effective and efficient organisation. This is delivered through two main functions –
learning and organisational development and strategic and operational workforce management. The service has the lead for the human
resource aspects of its IBC system and contract, managed arrangement and contract for securing agency staff and also incorporates a team that
delivers services to schools on a commercial basis. The service is based within the Council’s Public Service Reform within a range of related
and corporate functions.

This report summarises the ZBB review approach taken to assess value for money and identify opportunities for a more efficient and effective
service offer. The review provides specific and detailed advice on savings that are considered viable for immediate action and also wider
possibilities to move further toward a zero budget position.

People and Talent (P&T) currently have an annual budget of £3.04m made up of £2.37m for staff and £0.67m that is mainly for commissioned
learning, development and well being services designed to meet Council wide staffing needs. The service is projecting a year end overspend of
£0.35m associated with high cost agency posts and a level of misalignment between brief and staffing arrangements. Directorates provide the
specialist technical training that their workforce needs that is outside the scope of this review. Funding for the service is mainly provided
through the General Fund (81%). The remainder comes from pensions, recharging, HRA and departmental recharges and internal traded
business. The team provides a range of services including learning and development, case management (e.g. sickness and grievance),
occupational health, apprenticeships and recruitment advice and are responsible for commissioning corporate contracts such as agency
provision. The Council is expected to spends just under £90m on staff in the current year which will cater for over 2000 FTEs. The service is
also carrying £400k overspend for 2019/20.

The ZBB service review fully involved the service’s senior management team. The review has concluded that the focus, structure and priorities
of the Council’s People Strategy remains relevant. The reach, range and level of services provided is substantial and it is at the forefront of a
number of successful initiatives including the managing up of internal apprenticeships, an innovative supported internship programme for
young people with learning disabilities and the well established staff star awards. The service has also been a key aspect of recent major
programmes of work around re-accommodation and re-commission of our finance and HR management system. Through this review process
the service work has started to define and deliver against a range of opportunities to effectively management down staff costs, working closely
with the ZBB team and corporate finance
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However this review, with a strong steer provided by the recently appointed Interim Deputy Director, has also concluded that change needs to be led by
addressing three key issues in order to assure value for money.

Firstly there is a need to shift to an operating model and service offer that proactively enables managers to effectively do their job in all aspects of staff
management – as opposed to reactively supporting them. Secondly the is a need to improve associated core systems and processes for recruitment,
performance management and development. Thirdly, the way functions and posts within the service are defined and organised needs to be simplified
and improved so that a much stronger position on the value that they add is assured.

Together this steer has informed a significant more for less agenda and a restructure of the service that is recommended by this review. This will be
supported by an improved performance management framework that puts cost, productivity and change management at the forefront of what People
and Talent is working to support. This will enable the Council to continue to realise its People Strategy in a way that supports the delivery of the wider
Zero Based Budgeting and efficiency imperative for staff resource management.

Some related and specific points and issues identified by this review are set out below;

• The IBC self service model is not being used as designed by staff or managers, significantly increasing the workload and demands on the P&T team.
This dependency needs to be reduced by both a shift in culture and improvements to on line guidance and support from IBC.

• Basic management information and evaluation is not readily available e.g. accurate structure charts, attendance and impact of learning and
development events and evaluations of organisational development initiatives.

• The key capabilities required within the P&T teams need to be more clearly defined taking into account future digital enablement, management self
service and the very different capabilities that associated with transactional support, complex case management and value adding learning and
organisational development.

• The P&T business partner role should be further developed to deliver the impact that the business needs at Directorate level. The role should be
focused on defining and delivering the strategic and operational workforce management priorities of Directorate’s including; recruitment, retention
and succession plans, performance and productivity assurance, further delivery of flexible and mobile working and managing out key system and
practice issues.

• The partnering role and needs of the Directorate’s should more clearly inform the Department’s cross cutting learning and organisational
development offer so that it is grounded around practical service delivery imperatives and real added value. As such these functions should be
brought together under a single team.
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• There is a need to better join up the People and Talent service offer and management systems with other key initiatives including key
corporate priorities and imperatives including co-production and ZBB and efficiency and education and supported employment services
in the Economy .

• The budget for commissioned learning and organisational development services has historically been underspent with funding used to
meet staff cost pressures including high agency costs. Progress already made in year and through the restructuring of the service will
eliminate this need allowing for a further saving. This saving also reflects the need for a greater focus on ensuring commissioned services
deliver clear outcomes and the potential capability to deliver a greater aspect of these services in house.

• As a result there is an opportunity to reduce the cost of the service by 38% against its current spend level (budget and overspend) for the
reasons set out above. This equates to a saving of £1.302m. This can be achieved by delivering a service restructure and refocusing
commissioned services in two phases between January 2020 and April 2021.

• Through this review process a longlist of opportunities which cuts across all services for improved workforce management and savings in
has been developed. This includes reduced agency spend, back office costs, organisational structures (spans and layers) This is now
being translated into a delivery plan that is aligned to the recommendations of this review. The remit of the board arrangement put into
place to scrutinise and reduce agency spend should be used to provide oversight and support for delivering on this wider range of
opportunities for delivering staff related savings taking account of a minimum reduction level in staff costs of £6m agreed by the Senior
Leadership Team through the review process.

• The scale of savings that the Council needs to make over the next full medium term points to a reduction in spend of staff of at least 20%
(£18m). Modelling, validation and service review work undertaken by the ZBB team has concluded whilst this scale of savings is possible
there are many barriers to achieving it with confidence.

Implementing the recommendations from the review will make the service more relevant and focused on supporting change and delivering
improved staff satisfaction, productivity and associated savings.

The service will need additional time limited capacity and capability and associated resources to support the delivery of major programmes
that impact on staff. For this reason savings will be delivered over two years and budgets for major programmes will need to consider
building in some additional costs for People and Talent support services that may be needed to support service transformation.
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7. Main Opportunities Toward a ZZB Position 

Deliver a 
revised 
service 
offer

Deliver 
differently

Occupational health offer – direct 
commissioning of assessments and advice 
through HR operations

Saving

£40k

Deliver 
more 

efficiently

£593k

Total £1,302k

Opportunity

Revised Operating model including 
consolidated management and workforce 

Main Opportunities – Toward a Zero Based Budget Position 

Savings based on  full outsourcing of this element 
of the service 

Savings based on a 43% reduction in staffing 
delivered over two years.

Managed reduction in the use of her cost 
agency staff

£289k
Savings based on a comparison between agency 

and substantive costs in year 1

2018/19 In year staff and HRA reduction £180k £97k reduction in HRA funding and in year 
vacancies – delivered 

Reduction in provision for commissioned 
learning and development service reflects 
historical underspend, need for a greater focus 
on outcomes and potential use of specialist 
capability that senior managers have to deliver 
some elements.  

£200k Year 2 saving 
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Key Benchmarks 

LBHF Comparators 

• Based on P&T current staff spend and number of 
employees within the council the current unit cost 
for the service is £1,354 per H&F employee.  

• The savings set out within this service review will 
reduce this to £851 over two years.  

• The current number of H&F employees (headcount) 
per P&T employee – is 44.4

• The current unit  cost for the Business Partner team 
aspect of the service is £352. 

• 38% reduction in costs set out in this review 

London Councils HR Resources Survey (2018)

• Inner London average unit cost £889

• Outer London average unit cost £825

• Inner London employees per specialist – 62.9 

• This compares to a unit cost of £130 that the schools 
team charge for providing a comparable service offer 
to schools

• Comparable to level of reduction set out by the 
National Audit Office for the whole civil service over 5 
years (42% reduction £1,060 to £614 unit cost)
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Housing and Homelessness ZBB Service Review - Executive 
Summary

Hammersmith & Fulham (H&F), like other local authorities, are facing the challenge of increasing demand and financial
pressures and facing a £52million deceit by 2024. This challenge is particularly prevalent within Housing services who
have seen a 127% increase in approaches in the last year (largely by single person households) and 189% more homeless
applications as a result of the recently introduced Homelessness Reduction Act. With limited increase in the supply of
affordable housing and waiting times for social housing become longer each year, more people are spending more time
in costly interim accommodation.

In response to this challenge the council have adopted a new approach to budget setting, Zero Based budgeting (ZBB).
From July 2019 an in-depth review of Housing Solutions and Homelessness services has been undertaken. This report
summarises the ZBB approach taken to assess value for money and outcomes and its findings including recommendations
and opportunities for the services to deliver a revised service offer, a different service and a more efficient service.

Housing Solutions and Homelessness services have an annual GF budget of £6.8million, £2.9million of which relates to
staffing. The services support residents experiencing or threatened with homelessness, residents requiring tenancy
management support, and residents needing support in accessing appropriate affordable accommodation. Services are
largely statutory with limited local discretion for how these duties are met. In addition, the council provides a
discretionary floating support service through two social care commissioned contracts with a GF value of £1.08million.
The services were looked at in relation to their provision of tenancy sustainment support and homelessness prevention.

The review found that services are providing an effective, safe service but at a higher cost to nearest neighbour boroughs
and some areas are not operating at optimum capacity. Hight cost management structures also require attention.
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The report details opportunities for an improved, joined up prevention and welfare offer, enhanced access and
utilisation of the private sector, an improved and more efficient access pathway, improved debt and void management
and a management consolidation. The recommendations and options within this report identify an opportunity for
£1.823 million cashable savings, a shirt to Zero by 30% over a 3-year period. This includes an aspect of adult social care
funding for a specialist floating support service that is primarily focused on tenancy sustainment. The element of
recommended saving that is within economy department's service portfolio is £1.373m which is 20% of the
current budget.

This review has coincided with a cross service restructure which went live in September 2019. Work is now being
undertaken through the resident access programme and the workforce review to identify reductions in staffing costs.
This work will not be completed until the early December 2019. However, an early assessment of available spend
benchmarks, tiers and spans of control within the service and the prospects for improved front line efficiencies indicate
that an efficiency saving of at least 20% in staffing costs should be delivered over the next three years.

There is a longer- term opportunity to deliver more for less in this area associated with the wider housing and
development strategy for the borough. Further analysis is needed to fully join up all services that aim to prevent and
address immediate and acute welfare needs and ensure services are creating ladders of opportunity into well paid
work and affordable housing. This should be explored further in partnership with PSR releasing the recommended
quick win savings associated with duplication between floating support and other information, advice and support
services that are commissioned.
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7. Main Opportunities Toward a ZZB Position 

Deliver a 
revised 
service 
offer

Managed discharge of a main housing duty in 
the private rented sector (PRSO)

£392k

Deliver 
differently

Reduction in TA

Establish joint working arrangements with PSH

Holistic homelessness support offer

Saving

£450k

TBC

£115k

Deliver 
more 

efficiently

Improved void management

Improved debt management

Improved and digitalised front door

£126k

£160k

£400k

Total £1,823

Opportunity

Improved and digitalised assessment pathway

Consolidated management and workforce 

Initial estimate from savings to floating support but subject 
to further analysis and options appraisal. This is a social care 
option .

20-30% efficiency savings to be supported by resident 
access and Workforce review.

Reduction in the use of agency staff

Main Opportunities – Toward a Zero Based Budget Position 

Savings based on reducing the use of PSL and B&B 

PSH to propose cashable savings.

Savings to be realised over a 2 year period and based on 
preliminary analysis and business case. Further analysis 
and ratification of these figures is required along with a 

considered assessment of the policy change..

Existing MTFS trajectory.

Savings based on a 1% reduction.

* this saving reflects development of a social care pipeline opportunity considered further 
through this review

£180k
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6. Benchmark

Housing service : Unit Costs (£/head)

Homeless & in priority need: per 1,000 households
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